
NSW and Tasmania Labor Party endorse strong climate action 

NSW ALP Conference 2014 adopted the following motion: 

1. Conference notes with concern the continuing evidence of dangerous human induced climate change, both 

globally and in Australia. 

 

2. Congratulates (Federal) Members and Senators on actions taken to protect the independent Climate Change 

Authority, established by Labor, from abolition by the LNP Government. 

 

3. Endorses recommendations of the Climate Change Authority for enhanced minimum targets for reductions 

in greenhouse gas emissions in Australia. 

 

4. Calls on the Party leadership and organisation to take immediate steps to adopt, and promote, these 

minimum recommended emissions reduction targets of 19% by 2020, and to pursue early adoption of targets in 

the range of 40-60% by 2030 

 

(Amended by Felicity Wade (National LEAN convenor) and seconded by David Tierney (NSW LEAN Executive) to 

also include): 

 

5. Endorses the Federal Parliamentary Party's commitment to reintroduce an Emissions Trading Scheme. 

 

6. Opposes any reduction in the Renewable Energy Targets and further encourages Labor governments, State 

and Federal, to support programs that invest in renewable energy technologies and facilities that encourage a 

transition to a low carbon economy. 

Tasmanian ALP Conference 2014 adopted the following motion: 

Moved by Stephen McCallum (Tasmanian LEAN Convenor) and seconded by Lisa Singh (Shadow Parliamentary 
Secretary for Environment, Climate change and Water) 
 
This conference: 
 
Notes with concern continuing evidence of dangerous human induced climate change, both globally and for 
Australia. 
 
Congratulates Members and Senators on actions to protect the independent Climate Change Authority, 
established by Labor, from abolition by the Abbott Government. 
 
Endorses the recommendations of the Climate Change Authority for enhanced minimum targets for reductions 
in greenhouse gas emissions by Australia. 
 
Calls on the Party leadership and organisation to take immediate steps to adopt and promote minimum 
emissions reduction targets of 19% by 2020, and to pursue early adoption of targets in the range of 40 - 60% for 
2030. 
 
Notes recent reports showing that the threat posed by climate change is now more significant than ever, and 
the work needed to mitigate potential damage more challenging than ever. 
 
Strongly condemns the Abbott Government for their environmentally destructive policies, including abolishing 
the Climate Commission, casting doubt over the Renewable Energy Target and replacing Labor’s Clean Energy 
Future Legislation with the far inferior Direct Action package. 
 
Reaffirms Labor’s commitment to tackling climate change and calls on Tasmania’s Federal Labor 
Representatives to continue to advocate in the strongest possible terms for the Clean Energy Future legislation 
to be retained. 


